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Friday October 13

08.00am - 09.00am
Registration
09.00am - 09.15am
Welcome on behalf of School of Information, UC-Berkeley: AnnaLee Saxenian, Dean, and DOCAM: Niels Windfeld Lund, chair

SESSION 1: DOCUMENT THEORY

9.15am - 10.00am
Full Paper 1: Bernd Frohmann: «Revisiting "What is a Document?"» (Abstract)

10.00am - 10.45am
Full Paper 2: Murali Venkatesh, Swati Bhattacharya, and Carsten Østerlund: «Outline of an Institutional theory of Documents» (Full paper)

10.45am - 11.15am
Coffee break

11.15am - 11.45am

11.45am - 12.15pm
Short Paper 2: Roswitha Skare: «Complementarity – a concept possible to be achieved in document analysis?» (Full paper)

12.15pm - 12.45pm
Short paper 3: Melanie Feinberg, Deborah Turner, Karl Holland: «Talks Like a Doc, Walks Likes a Doc» (Abstract, full paper)

12.45pm - 2.00pm
Lunch break

SESSION 2: DOCUMENTS IN COMMUNITIES

2.00pm - 2.45pm
Full Paper 3: Manuel Zacklad: «Documentarisation and post-modernity: documentary collections and communities of imagination» (Abstract)

2.45pm - 3.30pm
Full paper 4: Carol Chosky: «Documents and Communities of Practice in Business» (Abstract)

3.30pm - 4.00pm
Coffee break

4.00pm - 4.30pm
Short paper 4: Andreas Vårheim: «Social capital and the multicultural challenge: the role of the public library» (Full paper)

4.30pm - 5.00pm
Short paper 5: Anne Gerd Lehn «Eyes lifted! The understanding of art as a document in five different art institutions» (Full paper)

5.00pm - 5.30pm
Short paper 6: Marc Richard Hugh Kosciejew: «Apartheid's Documentation: The Documentary Circuits
SESSION 3 : DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

9.00am - 09.30am  
Short paper 1: Mikael Gunnarsson: «Genre Identification» (Abstract, full paper)

9.30am - 10.00am  
Short paper 2: Kristene Unsworth: «Personal Dossier as Document» (Abstract)

10.00am - 10.30am  
Short paper 3: Signe Jantson & Helle Maasleib: «Book trade in Estonia 1865 – 1940» (Full paper)

10.30am - 11.00am  
Coffee break

11.00am - 11.30am  
Short paper 4: Philip Bernick: «Quality of Clinical documents: a rhetorical approach» (Abstract)

11.30am - 12.00pm  
Short session 5: Deborah Turner: «Oral documents: an auditory experience» (Abstract)

12.00pm - 01.30pm  
Lunch break

SESSION 4 : DOCUMENT ANALYSIS

1.30pm - 2.15pm  
Full Paper 5: Bruno Bachimont & Jean-François Blanchette: «Documents as preserved access: How to escape the archival dilemma» (Abstract)

2.15pm - 2.45pm  
Short paper 5: Helena Francke: «The (re)creation of scholarly journals: Document and information architecture in Open Access e-journals» (Abstract, full paper)

2.45pm - 3.15pm  
Coffee break

3.15pm - 3.45pm  
Short paper 6: Jae Saorsa: «Code-switching» (Abstract)

3.45pm - 4.30pm  
Short paper 7: Jodi Kearns & Richard Anderson: «Moving Image Documents» (Abstract)

4.30pm - 5.00pm  

Sunday October 15

08.30  
Donuts, coffee

SESSION 5 : DOCUMENT RESEARCH

9.00am - 9.45am  
Full Paper 7: Michael Buckland: «Naming in the Library: Marks, Machines, and Meanings»

10.00am - 10.45am  
Full Paper 8: Andrea Marcante: «Electronic Interactive Documents and Knowledge Enhancing: A
Semiotic Approach (Abstract, full paper)
10.45am - 11.00am
Coffee break
11.00am - noon
Key note Address by professor Geoffrey Bowker
12.00pm - 12.30pm
closing DOCAM '06
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